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Visit to Muktangan :-  

It is said that “ Life is not about finding yourself, It is about creating yourself”. 

Considering this VPEMS is always on its toes to help the students to create 

themselves. On account of anti-drug day, VPEMS alumni Association has 

organized visit to ‘Muktangan rehabiliation Centre’ in Pune for class IX to XI 

students along with NCC cadets. 

                                        At the outset the co-ordinator Mr. Niraj guided the 

students about de addiction and emphasized, how it is important to be 

physically and mentally healthy. Mr. Chandekar, a fitness trainer also 

emphasized on importance of health and well-being. He made the students 

aware about the ill-effects of addiction and their hazards. 

    

   

 



Visit to Science Centre :-  

On the same day students have been taken to the Science Centre in Pune and 

enhanced their knowledge about the Solar System and automobile technology. 

Students have been provided with the opportunity to explore with different 

concepts of Science. 

  

Guidance lecture & Poster Making Activity:-  

VPEMS Alumni Association has also organized Guidance lecture and Poster 

Making Competition for the primary student on February 15, 2018. Both the 

events inspired & motivated the budding talents. They were encouraged to 

think out of the box. At the outset Mrs. Priyanka Ozarde, Secretary, VPEMS 

Alumni Association took  motivational session and emphasized the importance 

of positive attitude, optimism & consistency. Mrs. Sadhana Hulyalkar conducted 

surprise quiz contest for remedial coaching students. Poster Making 

Competition was also conducted based on the theme ‘Science is Fun’. Students 

unleashed their creativity and innovative ideas. 

  



   

   

Celebrated Marathi Language Day:-  

                                     Marathi Bhasha Divas was celebrated in honour of the 

Marathi language and in keeping with the birth anniversary of late V.V. 

Shirwadkar Alias Kusumagraj award winner poet. Marathi being the official 

language of the state of Maharashtra, the main focus of the celebration was to 

promote Marathi culture among the students.The students of std VI and VIII 

participated in News reading and role play competition organized by V.P.E.M.S 

Alumni. The chief guest for the function was Radio Jockey Mr. Yuvraj Jadhav. He 

spoke about the importance of speaking and using our mother tongue. He 

insisted that we can express our utter and strongest emotions through our 

mother tongue. He also told that use of other language is a need of modern age 

but we should not neglect our mother tongue. The members of association 

awarded the winner students with gifts and prizes.  

                                                         Mrs. Priyanka Ozarde 

                                                            ( Secretary Alumni Association) 


